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Why Go To Church? 

 

“All things are possible for the one who has faith.” 

Mark 9:23 (Common English Bible) 

 

     Why go to church? This is a question that is increasingly asked today. Decades ago there was 

a promise that as technology continued to advance, lifestyles would find increased time for 

leisure and rest. Technology has advanced – and continues at a blazing speed no one ever 

anticipated – but our lives have become more difficult, more stressed and terribly deficient of 

rest. Meaningful participation in church is simply “one more thing” in an already crowded life. 

Indeed, one may ask, why go to church? 

 

     The best answer is that church will provide what is most urgently needed today, faith and 

hope and love. People are weary. With weariness comes fear and apprehension. Difficulties and 

problems result in many who live defeated lives. Meaningful participation in church and the 

practical application of the Christian faith has an enormous capacity to lighten our burdens, 

soothe our anxieties and order our lives. Those who go to church regularly discover a life that is 

better than they ever imagined. The reason, simply, is that through a pattern of living that applies 

the Christian faith, Christ takes up residence in our lives. 

 

     Many are not aware of this simple truth that Christ will come into their lives, into their hearts 

and into their minds if they simply ask him to. The answer for much that disturbs the human 

heart and mind today is simply the indwelling Christ. I have personally discovered Christ’s 

power to transform the individual by renewing confidence and hope in the future regardless of 

the present circumstances. Christ will guide us in the solution of our problems, whatever they 

may be. 

 

     What do I mean by practical Christianity? I mean the opposite of intellectual consent to the 

teachings of Jesus. I mean that right belief does not change a life. Satan believes correctly in the 

promises of Jesus Christ. He is still the devil! What I mean by practical Christianity is living 

purposefully and intentionally in a relationship with the living Christ. No life will be changed, 

nor will they ever have victory and power, unless they find Christ personally. Such a fruitful 

relationship is begun – and nourished regularly – by going to church. 

 

     Prayer: Teach me to worship in both my heart and mind that I may experience You more 

deeply.  Amen. 

 

Doug Hood 

 

Reprinted from Dr. Hood’s September 27, 2014 blog posting. 


